Abstract -
INTRODUCTION
The launch vehicles have to pass through thick atmosphere before injecting the satellites into their orbits. During the ascent of launch vehicle in the sensible atmosphere, aerodynamic heating, flow unsteadiness, aero acoustics and vibration are encountered and may damage the sensible components of satellite as well as electronic instruments of launch vehicle [1] . The additional function is to maintain the clean room environment for precision instruments [2] . As the launch vehicle reaches the predetermined altitude the fairing is jettisoned allowing the payload to attain its required orbit. PayLoad Fairing (PLF) separation depends on the trajectory constraints. In general, PLF is separated around 100 km above the sensible atmosphere [3] . The design of a fairing is governed by factors like the size of the satellite, drag, weight of the fairing and cost. The standard payload fairing is typically a conecylinder combination; however, specialized fairings are also in use.
II. Configuration studied
The complete geometry details of PLF configurations studied are shown in Fig 1 and 2 below. The nose cone shapes of the configurations studied are of spherically blunted cone. 
III. COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS
Single-block structured grids were generated over the 2-D axisymmetric PLF configurations using GRIDGEN tool. Grid distributions for both the configurations are shown in Fig 3 and 4 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FLUENT solver [7] was used to simulate the flow over various PLF configurations at transonic Mach numbers 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.98 and 1.2. The simulation results and their important features for both the PLF configurations are outlined here.
All the CFD simulations were carried out at zero angle of attack. The coefficient of pressure (C p ), coefficient of skin friction (C f ), separation length, and pressure rise due to shock and reattachment were extracted and compared.
A. PLF Configuration 1
From Fig.5 , it reveals that the initial peak in Cp is due to the spherical cap stagnation point at the center. The flow then expands over the spherical nose cap to a negative Cp. At the nose cap-cone junction, the flow is compressed due to the change in slope of the geometry, where, the Cp is increased. In the cone portion, the flow remains nearly constant or rather the Cp slightly decreases. At the cone-cylinder junction, the Cp falls due to expansion of flow and later, it recovers. On the forebody cylinder, the Cp jump indicates the presence of transonic shock at Mach numbers above 0.6. The shock location moves aft/ backward towards boattail with increase in Mach number as shown in the Mach contour, in Fig. 6 . The Mach contour plots also reveal that, the supersonic region increases with increasing free stream Mach number and the terminal shock moves downstream. The flow expansion on the cone-cylinder junction is smaller and at the boattail the expansion is slightly larger to M ≤ 0.9. It can be seen from the figure that the movement of the terminal shock is a nonlinear function of Mach number (i.e. for an equal interval of Mach number increase, the increase in shock movement is larger).
Skin-friction coefficient distributions are shown in Fig. 7 for Mach numbers 0.6 and 0.8. The point at which Cf becomes negative indicates flow separation and when it becomes positive it indicates the reattachment of the flow [5, 6] . Figure 8 depicts velocity vector over boattail region. It can be seen from the velocity vector plots that the flow separates near the cylinder-boattail junction and forms a recirculating region of relatively low velocity. CFD simulations have been carried out on this grid and the resulting coefficient of pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 9 . The initial peak value of Cp falls down to near zero value due to the expansion over nose cap region. At the nose cap-cone junction, the flow is compressed due to the change in slope of the geometry. Due to the expansion at cone-cylinder junction, the Cp again falls down to a negative value and later, it recovers on the forebody cylinder. The presence of transonic shock is clearly seen on the cylinder for Mach numbers 0.8, and 0.9, which is also observed from Mach contour plot shown in Fig. 10 . Figure 11 shows the coefficient of skin friction distribution for Mach number range of 0.6 to 0.98. The figure reveals that flow separation is not observed at the cone-cylinder junction and boattail. . The flow separation was not observed also from velocity vector plot as shown in Fig. 12 . 
V. CONCLISONS
On the forebody cylinder, the presence of transonic shock was clearly seen for Mach numbers above 0.6. The supersonic region increases with increasing free stream Mach number and the terminal shock moves downstream towards boattail. The flow separates near the cylinder-boattail junction and forms a recirculating region of relatively low velocity for Mach numbers above 0.6.
